
WillWill Deepwater HorizonDeepwater Horizon ChangeChange
a Long Standing Rule of Law?a Long Standing Rule of Law?

In re Deepwater Horizon,In re Deepwater Horizon, 710 F.3d 338710 F.3d 338
(5(5thth Cir. 2013, withdrawn on rCir. 2013, withdrawn on r’’hrg).hrg).

In re Deepwater Horizon,In re Deepwater Horizon, 728 F.3d 491728 F.3d 491
(5(5thth Cir. 2013).Cir. 2013).



ACCIDENTACCIDENT

Transocean owned theTransocean owned the Deepwater HorizonDeepwater Horizon, a, a
semisemi--submersible, mobile offshore drilling unit.submersible, mobile offshore drilling unit.

TheThe Deepwater HorizonDeepwater Horizon was engaged inwas engaged in
exploratory drilling under a drilling contractexploratory drilling under a drilling contract
between BP America Production Company andbetween BP America Production Company and
TransoceanTransocean’’s predecessor.s predecessor.

An onboard explosion resulted inAn onboard explosion resulted in DeepwaterDeepwater
HorizonHorizon sinking after burning for two days.sinking after burning for two days.

A spill occurred underwater.A spill occurred underwater.



Insurance Provisions in the DrillingInsurance Provisions in the Drilling
ContractContract

20.1 Insurance:20.1 Insurance: ““Without limiting the indemnityWithout limiting the indemnity
obligations or liabilities of [Transocean] or its insurer, atobligations or liabilities of [Transocean] or its insurer, at
all times during the term of this contract, [Transocean]all times during the term of this contract, [Transocean]
shall maintain insurance covering the operations to beshall maintain insurance covering the operations to be
performed under this contract as set forth in Exhibit C.performed under this contract as set forth in Exhibit C.””
Exhibit C, Paragraph 1(c):Exhibit C, Paragraph 1(c): ““The insurance required to beThe insurance required to be
carried by [Transocean] . . . is as follows: (c)carried by [Transocean] . . . is as follows: (c)
Comprehensive General Liability Insurance,Comprehensive General Liability Insurance, includingincluding
contractual liability insuring the indemnitycontractual liability insuring the indemnity
agreementagreement as set forth in the Contract.as set forth in the Contract.””
Exhibit C, Paragraph 3:Exhibit C, Paragraph 3: ““[BP] . . . shall be named as[BP] . . . shall be named as
additional insuredsadditional insureds in each of [Transoceanin each of [Transocean’’s] policies,s] policies,
except Workersexcept Workers’’ Compensation for liabilities assumed byCompensation for liabilities assumed by
[Transocean] under the terms of this Contract.[Transocean] under the terms of this Contract.””



Indemnity Provisions of the DrillingIndemnity Provisions of the Drilling
ContractContract

Art. 24.1:Art. 24.1: ““[Transocean] shall assume full[Transocean] shall assume full
responsibility for and . . . indemnify . . . BP . . .responsibility for and . . . indemnify . . . BP . . .
for pollution or contamination . . .for pollution or contamination . . . originating onoriginating on
or above the surface of the land or wateror above the surface of the land or water . . .. . . ””

Art. 24.2:Art. 24.2: ““[BP] shall assume full responsibility[BP] shall assume full responsibility
for and . . . indemnify . . . [Transocean] . . . forfor and . . . indemnify . . . [Transocean] . . . for
pollution or contamination . . .pollution or contamination . . . arising out of orarising out of or
connected with operations under thisconnected with operations under this
Contract hereunder and not assumed byContract hereunder and not assumed by
[Transocean] in Article 24.1 above[Transocean] in Article 24.1 above..””



TransoceanTransocean’’s Insurances Insurance

Primary: $50 million of general liabilityPrimary: $50 million of general liability
coverage.coverage.

Excess policies (4 layers): $700 million ofExcess policies (4 layers): $700 million of
additional general liability coverage.additional general liability coverage.

These policies contain materially identicalThese policies contain materially identical
provisions.provisions.



Is BP an Additional Insured?Is BP an Additional Insured?

Definition ofDefinition of ““InsuredInsured”” includes:includes:
–– ““(c) any person or entity to whom the(c) any person or entity to whom the ““InsuredInsured”” isis

obligated by any oral or writtenobligated by any oral or written ““Insured ContractInsured Contract”” . . .. . .
to provide insurance such as is afforded by this Policyto provide insurance such as is afforded by this Policy
. . . .. . . .””

Definition ofDefinition of ““Insured ContractInsured Contract””
–– ““. . .shall mean any written or oral contract or. . .shall mean any written or oral contract or

agreement entered into by theagreement entered into by the ““InsuredInsured”” . . . And. . . And
pertaining to business under which thepertaining to business under which the ““InsuredInsured””
assumes the tort liability of another party . . . .assumes the tort liability of another party . . . .””

BP is an additional insured under the primaryBP is an additional insured under the primary
and excess policies.and excess policies.



The Insurance PoliciesThe Insurance Policies

The primary and excess policies do notThe primary and excess policies do not
incorporate any of the limitations onincorporate any of the limitations on
additional insured coverage set forth in theadditional insured coverage set forth in the
drilling contract.drilling contract.



Will the Drilling ContractWill the Drilling Contract’’ss
Limitations Impact InterpretationLimitations Impact Interpretation

of the Insurance Policies?of the Insurance Policies?



Is There Coverage for BP?Is There Coverage for BP?

BP only sought coverage on the basis of being anBP only sought coverage on the basis of being an
additional insured; it did not seek indemnity.additional insured; it did not seek indemnity.
Facts:Facts:
–– Accident occurred whenAccident occurred when Deepwater HorizonDeepwater Horizon was engaged inwas engaged in

drilling for BP.drilling for BP.
–– Spill occurred underwater.Spill occurred underwater.

Drilling ContractDrilling Contract
–– BP would not receive indemnity from Transocean under theBP would not receive indemnity from Transocean under the

indemnity provisions of Article 24.indemnity provisions of Article 24.
–– BP is to be an additional insured for liabilities assumed byBP is to be an additional insured for liabilities assumed by

Transocean under the contract.Transocean under the contract.

There should not be coverage based on the scope ofThere should not be coverage based on the scope of
coverage that should have been obtained under thecoverage that should have been obtained under the
terms of the drilling contract.terms of the drilling contract.



District CourtDistrict Court

The District Court examined the scope ofThe District Court examined the scope of
coverage in light of the limitations imposedcoverage in light of the limitations imposed
by the Drilling Contract.by the Drilling Contract.

Under Article 24 of the Drilling Contract,Under Article 24 of the Drilling Contract,
Transocean did not have to indemnify BPTransocean did not have to indemnify BP
as the spill occurred beneath the surfaceas the spill occurred beneath the surface
of the water.of the water.

BP was not entitled to coverage as anBP was not entitled to coverage as an
additional insured.additional insured.



Texas Law:Texas Law: Evanston Ins. Co. v.Evanston Ins. Co. v.
ATOFINA Petrochems., Ins.ATOFINA Petrochems., Ins.

To determineTo determine ““whether a commercial umbrella policy thatwhether a commercial umbrella policy that
was purchased to secure the insuredwas purchased to secure the insured’’s indemnitys indemnity
obligation in a service contract with a third party alsoobligation in a service contract with a third party also
provides direct liability coverage for the third party,provides direct liability coverage for the third party,”” thethe
court must look at the policycourt must look at the policy’’s terms rather than thes terms rather than the
underlying contract.underlying contract. Evanston Ins. Co. v. ATOFINAEvanston Ins. Co. v. ATOFINA
Petrochems., Ins.,Petrochems., Ins., 256 S.W.3d 660, 664 (Tex. 2008).256 S.W.3d 660, 664 (Tex. 2008).

Courts must follow this rule so long as theCourts must follow this rule so long as the indemnityindemnity
and additional insured provisionsand additional insured provisions of the underlyingof the underlying
contract arecontract are separate and distinctseparate and distinct.. Id.Id.



Texas LawTexas Law

If a policy is susceptible to more than one reasonableIf a policy is susceptible to more than one reasonable
interpretation, the policy provision must be interpreted ininterpretation, the policy provision must be interpreted in
favor of the insured as long as the interpretation isfavor of the insured as long as the interpretation is
reasonable.reasonable. NatNat’’l Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, Pa.l Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, Pa.
v. Hudson Energy Co.,v. Hudson Energy Co., 811 S.W.2d 552, 555 (Tex.811 S.W.2d 552, 555 (Tex.
1991).1991).
–– This must be done even if the insurerThis must be done even if the insurer’’s interpretation is mores interpretation is more

reasonable.reasonable. ATOFINA Petrochemicals, Inc. v. ContATOFINA Petrochemicals, Inc. v. Cont’’l Cas. Co.,l Cas. Co.,
185 S.W.3d 440, 444 (Tex. 2005).185 S.W.3d 440, 444 (Tex. 2005).

““[A]n intent to exclude coverage must be expressed in[A]n intent to exclude coverage must be expressed in
clear and unambiguous language.clear and unambiguous language.”” Evanston Ins. Co. v.Evanston Ins. Co. v.
ATOFINA Petrochems., Ins.,ATOFINA Petrochems., Ins., 256 S.W.3d 660 (Tex.256 S.W.3d 660 (Tex.
2008).2008).



Evanston Ins. Co. v. ATOFINAEvanston Ins. Co. v. ATOFINA
Petrochems., Ins.Petrochems., Ins.

A Triple S employee drowned while servicing theA Triple S employee drowned while servicing the
ATOFINA refinery.ATOFINA refinery.

Under the services contract, AUTOFINA was to beUnder the services contract, AUTOFINA was to be
named as an additional insured under Triple Snamed as an additional insured under Triple S’’s policies.s policies.
–– However, the obligation would not extend to any obligations forHowever, the obligation would not extend to any obligations for

which AUTOFINA agreed to indemnify Triple S.which AUTOFINA agreed to indemnify Triple S.

–– AUTOFINA had agreed to indemnify Triple S for AUTOFINAAUTOFINA had agreed to indemnify Triple S for AUTOFINA’’ss
sole negligence.sole negligence.

AUTOFINA sought coverage as Triple SAUTOFINA sought coverage as Triple S’’s additionals additional
insured and did not seek indemnity from Triple S.insured and did not seek indemnity from Triple S.



Evanston Ins. Co. v. ATOFINAEvanston Ins. Co. v. ATOFINA
Petrochems., Ins.Petrochems., Ins.

AUTOFINA was an additional insured under theAUTOFINA was an additional insured under the
policy.policy.
The Texas Supreme Court looked only at theThe Texas Supreme Court looked only at the
insurance policy, which covered AUTOFINAinsurance policy, which covered AUTOFINA
““with respect to operations performed by Triplewith respect to operations performed by Triple
S.S.””
–– The policy did not contain any limitations based onThe policy did not contain any limitations based on

the services contract (no coverage when AUTOFINAthe services contract (no coverage when AUTOFINA
was solely negligent).was solely negligent).

–– The services contractThe services contract’’s limitations were nots limitations were not
considered.considered.

–– The services contractThe services contract’’s indemnity and additionals indemnity and additional
insured obligations were separate and distinct.insured obligations were separate and distinct.



Aubris Resources LP v. St. PaulAubris Resources LP v. St. Paul
Fire & Marine Ins. Co.,Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 566 F.3d566 F.3d

483 (5483 (5thth Cir. 2009)Cir. 2009)
Fifth Circuit appliedFifth Circuit applied ATOFINA.ATOFINA.

United hired J&R to service its oil fields. Under theUnited hired J&R to service its oil fields. Under the
services contract, J&R was to name United as anservices contract, J&R was to name United as an
additional insured, and United had to indemnify J&R foradditional insured, and United had to indemnify J&R for
actions stemming from Unitedactions stemming from United’’s own negligence.s own negligence.

The services contract and the insurance policyThe services contract and the insurance policy’’ss
language were similar to the contracts fromlanguage were similar to the contracts from ATOFINA.ATOFINA.

United sought coverage as an additional insured underUnited sought coverage as an additional insured under
J&RJ&R’’s CGL policy but did not seek indemnity under thes CGL policy but did not seek indemnity under the
services contract.services contract.



Aubris Resources LP v. St. PaulAubris Resources LP v. St. Paul
Fire & Marine Ins. Co.Fire & Marine Ins. Co.

““[I]t is not material to the [[I]t is not material to the [ATOFINAATOFINA] rule whether the] rule whether the
additional insured provision is finally determined in theadditional insured provision is finally determined in the
policy or with the aid of the partiespolicy or with the aid of the parties’’ service contract. Theservice contract. The
separate indemnity provision is not applied to limit theseparate indemnity provision is not applied to limit the
scope of coverage. Indeed, on this point the Texasscope of coverage. Indeed, on this point the Texas
Supreme Court could not have been clearer:Supreme Court could not have been clearer:

‘‘We have noted that where an additional insuredWe have noted that where an additional insured
provision is separate from and additional to an indemnityprovision is separate from and additional to an indemnity
provision, the scope of the insurance requirement is notprovision, the scope of the insurance requirement is not
limited by the indemnity clause.limited by the indemnity clause.’”’”

Id.Id. at 489 (at 489 (quoting ATOFINA,quoting ATOFINA, 256 S.W.3d at 664).256 S.W.3d at 664).



In re Deepwater Horizon,In re Deepwater Horizon, 710710
F.3d 338 (5F.3d 338 (5thth Cir. 2013,Cir. 2013,

withdrawn on rwithdrawn on r’’hrg).hrg).

First OpinionFirst Opinion



Only Look at the Policy? OrOnly Look at the Policy? Or
Examine the Drilling Contract too?Examine the Drilling Contract too?

Under Texas law, the Court was bound to lookUnder Texas law, the Court was bound to look
only at the policies to determine if BP wasonly at the policies to determine if BP was
covered as an additional insured under thecovered as an additional insured under the
policies.policies.
Whether the Drilling Contract should beWhether the Drilling Contract should be
interpreted to say that BP is an additionalinterpreted to say that BP is an additional
insured only for liabilities assumed byinsured only for liabilities assumed by
Transocean under the contract was immaterial.Transocean under the contract was immaterial.
In re Deepwater Horizon,In re Deepwater Horizon, 710 F.3d 338, 347710 F.3d 338, 347--348348
(5(5thth Cir. 2013, withdrawn on rCir. 2013, withdrawn on r’’hrg).hrg).



Only Look at the Policy!!Only Look at the Policy!!

Only the umbrella policies could establishOnly the umbrella policies could establish
the limits placed upon coverage for anthe limits placed upon coverage for an
additional insured.additional insured.

The policiesThe policies’’ language was very similar tolanguage was very similar to
the policies inthe policies in ATOFINAATOFINA andand Aubris.Aubris.

The policy did not place any limitations onThe policy did not place any limitations on
the additional insured coverage.the additional insured coverage.

Id.Id.



Was the additional insuredWas the additional insured
requirement separate and distinctrequirement separate and distinct

from the indemnity clause?from the indemnity clause?

The additional insured requirement only needs to be aThe additional insured requirement only needs to be a
discrete requirement for it to be separate from anddiscrete requirement for it to be separate from and
additional to an indemnity provision.additional to an indemnity provision.

Art. 20.1: Insurance requirements set forth in Exh. C.Art. 20.1: Insurance requirements set forth in Exh. C.
–– Exhibit C, Paragraph 1(c):Exhibit C, Paragraph 1(c): ““The insurance required to be carriedThe insurance required to be carried

by [Transocean] . . . is as follows: (c) Comprehensive Generalby [Transocean] . . . is as follows: (c) Comprehensive General
Liability Insurance,Liability Insurance, including contractual liability insuring theincluding contractual liability insuring the
indemnity agreementindemnity agreement as set forth in the Contract.as set forth in the Contract.””

–– Exhibit C, Paragraph 3:Exhibit C, Paragraph 3: ““[BP] . . . shall be named as[BP] . . . shall be named as additionaladditional
insuredsinsureds in each of [Transoceanin each of [Transocean’’s] policies, except Workerss] policies, except Workers’’
Compensation for liabilities assumed by [Transocean] under theCompensation for liabilities assumed by [Transocean] under the
terms of this Contract.terms of this Contract.””

Art. 24.1 and 24.2: Indemnity ProvisionsArt. 24.1 and 24.2: Indemnity Provisions



Separate and Distinct ProvisionsSeparate and Distinct Provisions

The Drilling Contract:The Drilling Contract:
–– One paragraph of Exhibit C required Transocean toOne paragraph of Exhibit C required Transocean to

name BP as an additional insured.name BP as an additional insured.

–– A separate paragraph required Transocean to obtainA separate paragraph required Transocean to obtain
a CGL policy that included contractual liability insuringa CGL policy that included contractual liability insuring
the indemnity agreement.the indemnity agreement.

““[T]he provision in the Drilling Contract[T]he provision in the Drilling Contract
extending direct insured status to BP is separateextending direct insured status to BP is separate
and independent from BPand independent from BP’’s agreement to foregos agreement to forego
contractual indemnity in various othercontractual indemnity in various other
circumstances.circumstances.”” Id.Id. at 349.at 349.



FirstFirst Deepwater HorizonDeepwater Horizon OpinionOpinion

The additional insured provision in the contractThe additional insured provision in the contract
is separate from and additional to the indemnityis separate from and additional to the indemnity
provision.provision.

The umbrella policies do not impose anyThe umbrella policies do not impose any
relevant limitations on the extent to which BP isrelevant limitations on the extent to which BP is
an additional insured.an additional insured.

BP is entitled to coverage as an additionalBP is entitled to coverage as an additional
insured under each of the policies as a matter ofinsured under each of the policies as a matter of
law. (Unanimous decision)law. (Unanimous decision)

Id.Id. at 350.at 350.



Why Certify Questions to theWhy Certify Questions to the
Texas Supreme Court?Texas Supreme Court?

In re Deepwater Horizon,In re Deepwater Horizon, 728728
F.3d 491 (5F.3d 491 (5thth Cir. 2013)Cir. 2013)

Second OpinionSecond Opinion



Transocean and the InsurersTransocean and the Insurers’’
Arguments: Key DistinctionsArguments: Key Distinctions

The Drilling Contract requires that BP be named as anThe Drilling Contract requires that BP be named as an
additional insured only for liabilities Transoceanadditional insured only for liabilities Transocean
assumed in the contract.assumed in the contract.
–– In contrast, the services contract inIn contrast, the services contract in ATOFINAATOFINA imposed a broadimposed a broad

requirement for ATOFINA to be listed as an additional insured.requirement for ATOFINA to be listed as an additional insured.

The language in the Drilling Contract links the additionalThe language in the Drilling Contract links the additional
insured provision inextricably with the indemnityinsured provision inextricably with the indemnity
provision. These obligations are not separate andprovision. These obligations are not separate and
independent.independent.

The umbrella policy requires anThe umbrella policy requires an ““insured contractinsured contract”” toto
exist between Transocean and BP. No such contractexist between Transocean and BP. No such contract
was required by the policy inwas required by the policy in AUTOFINA.AUTOFINA.



Fifth CircuitFifth Circuit’’s Views View

The foregoing distinctions between thisThe foregoing distinctions between this
case andcase and ATOFINAATOFINA result in the outcomeresult in the outcome
not being entirely clear.not being entirely clear.



First Certified QuestionFirst Certified Question

““WhetherWhether Evanston Ins. Co. v. ATOFINAEvanston Ins. Co. v. ATOFINA
Petrochems., Ins.,Petrochems., Ins., 256 S.W.3d 660 (Tex. 2008)256 S.W.3d 660 (Tex. 2008)
compels a finding that BP is covered for thecompels a finding that BP is covered for the
damages at issue, because the language of thedamages at issue, because the language of the
umbrella policies alone determines the extent ofumbrella policies alone determines the extent of
BPBP’’s coverage as an additional insured if, and sos coverage as an additional insured if, and so
long as, the additional insured and indemnitylong as, the additional insured and indemnity
provisions of the Drilling Contract areprovisions of the Drilling Contract are ‘‘separateseparate
and independentand independent’’??””

In re Deepwater Horizon,In re Deepwater Horizon, 728 F.3d 491, 500 (5728 F.3d 491, 500 (5thth

Cir. 2013).Cir. 2013).



How to Interpret the DrillingHow to Interpret the Drilling
Contract?Contract?

If the Court must consider whether theIf the Court must consider whether the
Drilling Contract imposes limitations on theDrilling Contract imposes limitations on the
additional insured coverage available toadditional insured coverage available to
BP, then how should the additional insuredBP, then how should the additional insured
provision of the contract be interpreted?provision of the contract be interpreted?

–– Apply the same rules of construction as whenApply the same rules of construction as when
a policy is examined?a policy is examined?

–– Construe against the Insurers?Construe against the Insurers?



Current Texas Law: Interpreting aCurrent Texas Law: Interpreting a
PolicyPolicy

The court must interpret an insurance coverageThe court must interpret an insurance coverage
provision in favor of the insured if there is moreprovision in favor of the insured if there is more
than one interpretation possible and thatthan one interpretation possible and that
interpretation is reasonable.interpretation is reasonable.

–– Do this even if the insurerDo this even if the insurer’’s interpretation iss interpretation is
more reasonable than the insuredmore reasonable than the insured’’s.s.

An intent to exclude coverage must be clear andAn intent to exclude coverage must be clear and
unambiguous.unambiguous.
Id.Id. at 499.at 499.



Why Favor the Insured?Why Favor the Insured?

Why does Texas law favor the insuredWhy does Texas law favor the insured
when interpreting the coverage provisionwhen interpreting the coverage provision
of a policy?of a policy?
–– The insured and insurerThe insured and insurer’’s unequal bargainings unequal bargaining

power.power.

–– Doctrine ofDoctrine of contra proferentemcontra proferentem: construe: construe
ambiguities against the drafter.ambiguities against the drafter.

BUT: if the Court interprets the underlying contract,BUT: if the Court interprets the underlying contract,
the insurer did not draft it.the insurer did not draft it.

Id.Id.



Sophisticated Insured Exception?Sophisticated Insured Exception?

A Sophisticated Insured Exception couldA Sophisticated Insured Exception could
be created:be created:

–– it could applyit could apply ““when the policy is in some waywhen the policy is in some way
negotiablenegotiable””; and; and

–– ““the insured is as capable as the insurer ofthe insured is as capable as the insurer of
interpreting the contract.interpreting the contract.””

Id.Id.

An exception may be appropriate where allAn exception may be appropriate where all
the parties are highly capable contractors.the parties are highly capable contractors.



Would the Texas Supreme CourtWould the Texas Supreme Court
Recognize a Sophisticated InsuredRecognize a Sophisticated Insured

Exception?Exception?

This case presents good arguments:This case presents good arguments:
–– All parties are highly capable contractors.All parties are highly capable contractors.

–– The insurers were not involved in drafting the DrillingThe insurers were not involved in drafting the Drilling
Contract, so it may be inappropriate to construe itContract, so it may be inappropriate to construe it
against them.against them.

But the insurers drafted the umbrella policiesBut the insurers drafted the umbrella policies
and failed to limit coverage to the liabilitiesand failed to limit coverage to the liabilities
assumed by the insured in theassumed by the insured in the ““insuredinsured
contractscontracts””..



Second Certified QuestionSecond Certified Question

““Whether the doctrine ofWhether the doctrine of contracontra
proferentemproferentem applies to the interpretation ofapplies to the interpretation of
the insurance coverage provision of thethe insurance coverage provision of the
Drilling Contract under theDrilling Contract under the ATOFINAATOFINA case,case,
256 S.W.3d at 668, given the facts of this256 S.W.3d at 668, given the facts of this
case?case?””

Id.Id. at 500.at 500.



What Will the TexasWhat Will the Texas
Supreme Court Do?Supreme Court Do?



Texas Insurance CodeTexas Insurance Code §§151.104151.104

No additional insured provisions in constructionNo additional insured provisions in construction
contracts will be enforceable.contracts will be enforceable.

–– ONLY applies to construction contracts.ONLY applies to construction contracts.

–– Numerous other industries use additional insuredNumerous other industries use additional insured
provisions.provisions.

Only applies to construction contracts where theOnly applies to construction contracts where the
prime contract is entered into on or after Januaryprime contract is entered into on or after January
1, 2012.1, 2012.

–– We will be dealing with the effects of the TexasWe will be dealing with the effects of the Texas
Supreme CourtSupreme Court’’s decision for the next few years.s decision for the next few years.



Easiest SolutionEasiest Solution

Insureds, agents, and insurers need toInsureds, agents, and insurers need to
ensure that the policies only provideensure that the policies only provide
coverage for what the insured contractedcoverage for what the insured contracted
for in the underlying agreement.for in the underlying agreement.

Add language to the policies that narrowsAdd language to the policies that narrows
the additional insured coverage to thethe additional insured coverage to the
liabilities assumed by the named insuredliabilities assumed by the named insured
in the underlying agreement.in the underlying agreement.


